A developmental dissociation of context and GABA effects on extinguished fear in rats.
Although extinction has attracted considerable attention in recent years, there has been very little empirical work on extinction during development. Using Pavlovian fear conditioning, the authors provide evidence for developmental differences in extinction. Specifically, Postnatal Day (PND) 23 rats exhibited recovery of an extinguished freezing response to an auditory conditioned stimulus when tested in a context different from that in which extinction occurred (i.e., renewal) or when injected with the gamma-amino butyric acid (GABA) inverse agonist FG7142 prior to test. In contrast, PND 16 rats failed to exhibit either of these effects, although a subsequent experiment demonstrated that FG7142 alleviated spontaneous forgetting in PND 16 rats. Taken together, it appears that there are fundamental differences in the processes involved in extinction across development.